INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY OF THE GIFFT METHOD
A straightforward numerical analysis of large arrays of arbitnary contour (and possibly missing elements) requires large memory storage and long computation times. Several techniques are currently under development to reduce this cost. One such technique is the GIFFT (Green's function interpolation and FFT) method discussed here that belongs to the class of fast solvers for large structures. This method uses a modification of the standard AIM approach [1] that takes into account the reusability properties of matrices that arise from identical array elements. If the armay consists of planar conducting bodies, the array elements are meshed using standard subdomain basis functions, such as the RWG basis. The Green's function is then projected onto a sparse regular grid of separable interpolating polynomials. This grid can then be used in a 2D or 3D FFT to accelerate the matrix-vector product used in an iterative solver [2] . The method has been proven to greatly reduce solve time by speeding up the matrix-vector product computation. The GIFFT approach also reduces fill time and memory requirements, since only the near element interactions need to be calculated exactly. The present work extends GIFFT to layered material Green's functions and multiregion interactions via slots in ground planes. In addition, a preconditioner is implemented to greatly reduce the number of iterations required for a solution. The general scheme of the GIFFT method is reported in [ Fig. 1 . In particular, the region above the ground plane may include a multilayered substrate with N conducting patches fed by a slot. Below the slot, the feed of each antenna is assumed not to interfere with the feed networks of other antennas. Mutual coupling between the patches and the slots is considered in the region above the ground plane. Therefore, the only approximation used in this approach is to neglect coupling between the microstrips and slots in the region below the lower ground plane. The multiport analysis obtained from this approach may be subsequently used as a multiport equivalent network for designing (or refmiing) the actual feeding network. Array scan blindness, grating lobe, and array edge effects are correctly taken into account since they are produced by the mutual coupling above the ground plane. Voltage generators VP, with p = (piIp2)a generic double index, are defined on the microstrips below every slot (see Fig. la ). The array is decomposed into blocks of elements with each element denoted by the two-component multi-index p; a prime is added to distinguish source from observation element locations (p' = (p, p)). Within each block representing an element, the electric and magnetic currents are expressed in terms of the usual basis functions. For example, for the patch antennas in Fig. I (a,b) the vanishing of the tangential electric field (EFIE) is imposed on every patch element and on the microstrip lines, while on the slots we impose continuity of both the electric and the magnetic field (MFIE). Electric The first case considered is an array of 25 x 25 square patches as shown in Fig. 1, arranged 
